HOW TO WORK WITH HEADMASTERS

DESTINATION

Balayage

Inspired by red carpet this maxi length cut pairs subtle multi-textured
lengths and soft balayage shades from a darker root to sun kissed
honey blonde tips with a super glossy blow-dry.
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All Colour techniques using L’Oréal Professionnel
All haircare using Kérastase
All styling using L’Oréal Professionnel Tecni Art

DESTINATION HAIR is the first collection from Andrew Barton
with Headmasters, it fuses tailored cuts, rich colours, beautiful styling
with a softness that is at the heart of the Headmasters signature style.
“Like the pared back wardrobe it’s not a return to minimalism but in a
time of fast fashion and overconsumption it’s about getting the basics
right, beautiful timeless hair that works everyday and whatever your
DESTINATION HAIR.
Ultimately at HEADMASTERS it’s all about creating beautiful,
confidence boosting hair for our clients. I love to use bold colour or
a strong simple silhouette but the most important thing is feeling
confident with your hair, wherever life takes you, when you know
you have great hair, that’s DESTINATION HAIR”.

DESTINATION

Brunette

Detailed tailoring and a generous swept fringe that kisses the brow
are the signatures of this classic cut. Combined with a cool glossy tone
this suits smaller features, heart shaped faces shapes.

DESTINATION

Blonde

The bob is back worn tousled and casually loose with textured
lengths and soft face framing lengths around the face. Versatile for all
face shapes with an all over creamy nostalgic Hollywood siren blonde
vibe updated with modern multi-tones. Blow out for volume or wear
sleek and polished it’s super versatile.

DESTINATION

Colourful

Tousled lengths are a beauty classic but this season we see them
updated with a undone, relaxed off-duty finish. Cut with perfect
tailored tips this maxi length cut is teamed with stunning kaleidoscope
tones, navy, indigo and emerald hues, shinning from under the parting
and through the tips on ebony.

DESTINATION

Red

RUBY RED is the colour of the season.Teamed with textured seamless
layered lengths and worn shaken out and loose the hair moves freely
with no sharp lines.

